Rugged Accessories
Joy Factory Tablet Mounting System
The MagConnect mounting system is built to help bridge the gap between your tablet and the
environment you utilize it. Each mount is designed with a unique mount base to work in a variety
of permanently fixed or temporary settings for both flat and round surfaces and across various
industries.

Arlo Go Mobile HD Security Camera
The Arlo Go Mobile Security Camera is ideal for security monitoring when travelling or in areas
with limited or no WiFi access. Arlo Go works anywhere in AT&T's nationwide coverage and
supports 3G and 4G-LTE wireless connections. This allows you to keep an eye on trails, RVs, or
your cabin from anywhere, even far away from the nearest power outlet or WiFi connection.
PocketJet 6 Mobile Printer
The PocketJet 6 mobile printers, with 200 dpi resolution, provide a high-quality output while
helping to lower the cost of mobile printing. The PocketJet 6 comes with integrated USB 2.0 and
IrDA interfaces, and an optional Bluetooth technology interface is available.
Rugged Mobile Printer QL / RW Series
- Center-loading media, smart Battery monitoring and an optional LCD
- Wireless options are easily integrated into your infrastructure
- Printers can be assigned IP addresses for monitoring over a network
- Rugged, Mobile and Lightweight

iKey Rugged Keyboard IK-TR-88-911-TP
Designed to fit into existing mobile mounting systems, iKey's new Transformer Keyboard has builtin high-speed USB hubs and modular options to accommodate multiple custom configurations,
making this the ideal all-in-one, on-the-go solution.

Gamber-Johnson mount
Build your vehicle solution by finding your vehicle make, model, and year. Choose between a
pedestal or console system for the equipment you want to mount. To integrate a computer, find a
motion attachment or tablet display mount. Then complete your solution by choosing a compatible
docking station or cradle based on your computer manufacturer..

Mounting Solutions Available from the Following Manufacturers...

Call (714) 898-2171 or visit www.DuraTechUSA.com for more info.

